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"A shorter version of this book appeared in Galaxy magazine for July-September 1969"--Copyright page.
Hitherto few scholars have treated John the Baptist as an independent personality, apart from the subordinate position accorded him in the Gospels of forerunner to Jesus. The policy of the Gospel writers, crystallized in the saying put into the mouth of the Baptist in the Fourth Gospel, “He must increase, but I must decrease,” was consistently directed to utilizing this historic figure as the supreme witness to the Messiahship of Jesus, and
then, his purpose served, to relegate him to the limbo of forgetfulness. Here and there, however, even in the Gospels, we catch a glimpse of a higher role which many of his generation assigned to the Baptist. The history of the Baptists after the death of John is a very strange one, and still remains in many places obscure. Some further particulars, however, have in recent years become available by the publication of part of the literature
of the Mandaeans of the lower Euphrates, the present-day survivors of the sect. This short introduction on the Baptist and his disciples will have served its purpose if it has drawn attention to the Messianic character of the life and teaching of John in the period of Jewish history which more than any other was full of Messianic expectation, and also to the undoubted fact that John was regarded as Messiah by a numerous following.
From the very beginning, God planned an eternal marriage with redeemed man. There are seven holy rehearsals that God has given mankind to learn and experience His plan. The material covered in this book is based upon the Scripture coupled with ancient rabbinic commentaries and interpretation. (Biblical Studies)
(A Companion Book to Understanding the Trinity: Three Persons vs. Three Manifestations) Throughout Church history, there has been confusion over the oneness of God and the Trinity. Who is Jesus Christ? Is he God, Man, or both God and Man? And who or what is the Holy Ghost? Understanding the Oneness of God and the Conspiracy against Jesus Christ and the Christian Church seeks to relieve your confusion and help you
understand. Natural and spiritual conspiracy theories Gods name in Hebrew, Greek, and English Church history and theological discussions A new revolutionary oneness in Christian Theology Major religions and the oneness of God Who is Jesus Christ, really? The oneness of God (Deuteronomy 6:4) The Trinity (Father, Son, and Holy Spirit) Modalism vs. oneness theology Who is the one Lord God Almighty? The dual nature of God
(Spirit and Flesh) The relationship between the Sabbath and Sunday Antichrist statements made by Christians Gods highest and most glorious name The apostles doctrine How to be born again through water and Spirit The Great Commission How Jesus Name was used in the born-again experience How the keys of the kingdom of heaven were used. How to be born again, and how the keys of the kingdom of heaven were used to build the
church upon the Rock of Jesus Christ Will Daniels books are required reading for my students. If you are seeking truth, read this book. Dr. Lillie V. Brandon, pastor and founder of Gods Miracle House of Prayer Church
The Messiah Matrix
The Messiah Before Jesus
The Messianic Legacy
The Christ Conspiracy
Sinister Summer
The Jesus Conspiracy
Corktown
One Reporter. Three Dead. Five Knives. FIVE KNIVES welds the intensity of Jack Bauer's "24" to the scorching heat of THE GIRL WHO KICKED THE HORNET'S NEST. "The author is a great talent." - Aaron C. Brown, Amazon Top 1000 Reviewer When a man plummets to his death from an apartment tower, Will
Finch's shock soon becomes a nightmare. As he studies the open windows above the corpse, Finch notices a lamp blinking erratically behind a drawn curtain on the eleventh floor. As he investigates the distress signal, Finch discovers a woman handcuffed to a bedpost. Over the following week, he
uncovers a conspiracy that ties the murder to a series of bombshells. The victim's bankruptcy. A global stock fraud. A murder spree that began in Baghdad and is now haunting the citizens of San Francisco. Is this the work of a serial killer - or a copycat? But before he can file his report for
The Post, Finch's leads evaporate. Within days, three victims are dead. Does a pattern of five knife wounds provide a clue? Only Finch sees the threads that tie the deaths together. Can he unravel the mystery before he - and his fiancée - are caught up in the web of murder? Five Knives is the
prequel thriller in the Will Finch crime series - a novel that opens on the first day of Will Finch's journalism career. Everything that Finch learns about crime reporting begins with Five Knives. *** Dear Reader, If you're like me, then you love reading novels by Michael Connelly, David
Baldacci, Nora Roberts, Jeffery Deaver, John Sandford, Philip Kerr, Martin Cruz Smith, Patricia Highsmith, Stieg Larsson, Elmore Leonard and Jo Nesbo. Among many others. And if you like those writers, then I invite you to have a look at my crime series. You can buy them all on Amazon, or pick
up a free / discounted novel at my website, dfbailey.com. Writing crime fiction isn't always easy, but it's always a thrill. When you read my novels I hope you'll share the buzz, the excitement and the adrenaline rush with me. Like all writers, I love readers who enjoy my books, especially
those who are kind enough to leave a review. Hopefully, you will, too. Happy reading, D. F. (Don) Bailey
The startling, frighteningly convincing sequel to The Holy Blood and the Holy Grail that reveals the very nature of the Messianic Legacy. After the shocking revelations of The Holy Blood and the Holy Grail the authors, in their quest to determine the discrepancies between early and modern
'Christian' thought, found that they were forced to ask such questions as: *Was there more than one Christ? *Was Christ the founder of Christianity? *Were the disciples as peace-loving as it is traditionally assumed? *What links the Vatican, the CIA, the KGB, the Mafia, Freemasonry, P2, Opus
Dei and the Knights Templar *What mysterious modern crusade implicates British industry, Churchill and de Gaulle, the EEC and Solidarity? The Messianic Legacy offers enthralling new investigations into the shadowy society of the 'Prieure de Sion' - 'The Guardians of the Holy Grail' - as the
authors discover the murky world of politics, finance, freemasonry, and religion that exists beneath the most solid and conservative seeming of European institutions: the Church. The ominous global conspiracy of disinformations they uncovered ensures that The Messianic Legacy us an up-to-theminute thriller and a work of biblical detection that is even more significant than The Holy Blood and the Holy Grail.
In this highly controversial and explosive book, archaeologist, historian, mythologist and linguist Acharya S. marshals an enormous amount of startling evidence to demonstrate that Christianity and the story of Jesus Christ were created by members of various secret societies, mystery schools
and religions in order to unify the Roman Empire under one state religion. In developing such a fabrication, this multinational cabal drew upon a multitude of myths and rituals that existed long before the Christian era, and reworked them for centuries into the religion passed down to us
today. Contrary to popular belief, there was no single man who was at the genesis of Christianity; Jesus was many characters rolled into one. These characters personified the ubiquitous solar myth, and their exploits were well known, as reflected by such popular deities as Mithras,
Heracles/Hercules, Dionysos and many others throughout the Roman Empire and beyond. The story of Jesus as portrayed in the Gospels is revealed to be nearly identical in detail to that of the earlier savior-gods Krishna and Horus, who for millennia preceding Christianity held great favor with
the people. The Christ Conspiracy shows the Jesus character as not unique or original, not “divine revelation.” Christianity reinterprets the same extremely ancient body of knowledge that revolved around the celestial bodies and natural forces. The result of this myth making has been “The
Greatest Conspiracy Ever Sold.” .
Assessing the contents of a lavish English estate, museum conservator Angela Lewis discovers a crate full of sealed pottery jars-one of which holds a parchment which describes the life and times of Jesus of Nazareth. For Angela, the find is a miracle, a written reference to Jesus outside of
the New Testament. But her discovery draws her and her husband, Chris, into a centuries-old race for the truth that they may not win or survive.
Caesar's Messiah: The Roman Conspiracy to Invent Jesus
1666 Redemption Through Sin
The Suffering Servant of the Dead Sea Scrolls
An Investigative Reporter's Look at an Extraordinary Life and Death
How to Intelligently Counter the Ten Most Popular Arguments against the Gospel of Jesus
A Bone-Chilling FBI Thriller
The Greatest Story Ever Sold

As Jesus continues to assert His deity and a Jewish remnant accept Him as their prophesied Messiah, the political-religious leaders of Israel plot His murder. In spite of unprecedented, attesting miracles their only concern was holding the reigns of judicial power. Jesus
antagonized unbelievers, encouraged believers, and fulfilled one prophecy after another. Spectacular events unfold on a daily basis during these dangerous times. He restores sight to the blind, raises the dead, and claims to be The Door and The Light. Plans to arrest Him
using trumped-up charges are set in motion, but He continues undeterred to teach publicly the doctrines of election, reprobation, and eternal security. He enters Jerusalem on a donkey with great fanfare, knowing it will lead to His arrest and crucifixion. He exhibited
grace under extreme pressure, but did not cower before those who sought to destroy His reputation and eventually kill Him. Aware of everything transpiring about Him, He nevertheless submits to the Father's plan.
Very little is known about the life of Jesus. The gospels were written to propagate an image of Jesus as the prophesied Messiah, and give few details of his life. Moreover, most of the fundamental tenets of Christianity are not derived directly from the gospels but from
the teachings of St Paul. Between and indeed within these sources there are baffling inconsistencies. This book seeks, as far as possible to uncover the historical figure of Jesus, and to explore what it was about his teaching that created a dedicated and able following
that propagated a religion in his name. It also traces the life and teachings of St Paul, asks what Paul knew of the man, Jesus, and suggests that there may have been a conspiracy between Paul and Peter to disseminate a selective and distorted image of Jesus' life,
character and teaching.
A family is found dead in their home. The only survivor is the teenage daughter who managed to escape the burning house. Detective Kaitlyn Carr has to bring their killer to justice. A year before her disappearance, Violet, Kaitlyn’s sister, comes to stay with her after a
bad fight with their mom. She can’t stand living at home as much as Kaitlyn once did and wants to move in with her. But Kaitlyn was just promoted to detective and her hours are erratic and long. She’s never home and she can’t take care of a teenager. Or maybe she can? As
she gets closer and closer to finding out who killed the Hendrel family, her own family reaches a breaking point. What happens when her sister asks her to do the impossible? What happens when she can’t say no? What happens when the dysfunction of her own family threatens
to blow up her face and let the killer off for good? Girl Hidden is a suspenseful thriller novella set in the same world as the Girl Missing series. It is perfect for fans of Lisa Regan, James Patterson, DK Hood, Lisa Jewell and Karin Slaughter. It has mystery, angst, a
bit of romance and family drama.
a unique combination of carefully researched material and breathless adventure story," Book, Bones & Buffy. LIMITED TIME SPECIAL OFFER PRICE To what lengths would the Vatican go to suppress the secret origins of its power? A renowned priest is killed in Rome. A Roman coin
is recovered from a wreck off the coast of ancient Judea. It s up to a young American Jesuit priest and a vivacious, brilliant, female archaeologist to connect these seemingly disparate events and unravel the greatest mystery of all. Together they pursue their passion for
truth, while fighting to control their passion for each other. What they uncover is an ancient Roman imperial stratagem so controversial the Vatican fears it could undermine the foundations of the Catholic faith. From the ancient port of Caesarea to Rome's legendary
catacombs and the sacred caves of Cumae, this straight from the headlines thriller follows their quest to uncover the truth about the historical existence of the real "Christ Savior." Essential Reading for fans of Dan Brown or James Rollins."
Apocalyptic Visions in Contemporary America
The “Lost Book of the Nativity of John”
Understanding the Oneness of God and the Conspiracy Against Jesus Christ and the Christian Church
Messiah Conspiracy
A Culture of Conspiracy
A Religion of Rome
A sexy professor. A logical lawyer. A determined ghost. And a very mortal killer... Welcome to Wicks Hollow: a cozy town near Lake Michigan filled with quaint houses, eccentric residents, and more than its share of ghosts, murders, and sexy romance. "When I want to scratch my paranormal itch, there's nothing better than a book by Colleen
Gleason!" —#1 New York Times bestselling author Robyn Carr Diana Iverson needs a break—from her stressful job, from her philandering boyfriend, and from the rest of her fast-paced life. When she inherits her eccentric Aunt Jean's Wicks Hollow home, Diana takes a much-needed vacation in the cozy little town. But when the lake house
becomes the scene of multiple break-ins, Diana begins to suspect Aunt Jean’s death was not as innocent as it seems. And then there’s Ethan Murphy, the sexy college professor who lives next door… He appears to know a lot more about Aunt Jean than he should, and Diana doesn’t trust him. But most of all, there's Aunt Jean herself…who seems
determined to communicate with Diana from beyond the grave… A ghost story romance set in a small town, featuring a cozy mystery about a ghost that just won’t rest until justice is served. The perfect blend of romance, suspense, and ghosts. “Like Nancy Drew for grown-ups!” —New York Times bestselling author Mara Jacobs Each book in the
Wicks Hollow series is a romantic suspense novel with all the quirks of a small town setting—the perfect blend of humorous contemporary romance with cozy mystery and supernatural suspense. A ghost story romance with plenty of cozy mystery and small town quirks. The Wicks Hollow series does not have to be read in order. It includes the
following titles: Sinister Summer Sinister Secrets Sinister Shadows Sinister Sanctuary Heat Level: Sexy Mystery: Cozy Mood: Mildly creepy, Suspenseful, Humorous
In 1666, a man by the name of Sabbatai Zevi declared himself to be the Messiah. Followers of his heretical cult believed that sin is holy and should be practised for its own sake. Sabbateans and their successors, the Frankists, have indulged in religious orgies, ritual sacrifice, incest, adultery and homosexuality for 350 years. Using secret
societies such as the Masons, this diabolical sect has infultrated into the highest echelons of political power. They covertly rule as the unelected hidden hand shaping history behind a veil of conspiracy.
Offering readers a fascinating glimpse of life and religious belief in first-century Palestine, the author analyzes the mysterious "suffering servant" described in the Dead Sea scrolls, a messianic figure with remarkable similarities to Jesus.
Author Mark F. Kalita''s release of "Hidden Messiah: Roman Conspiracy of Christian Apostasy" claims that the prophecy of horns within the seventh chapter of Judaic prophet Daniel''s book is about the Roman Catholic Church. Mark also claims to have deciphered the true calculations of the ''End Times'' using the Judaic Jubilee calendar to show
that the second witness is currently upon the earth. In his new book, Mark writes that this second ''witness'' was born in 1963 and has been giving testimony to a world overcome with denial."If you look at history within the proper context and realize that the prophecy of Daniel was about spiritual matters and not of a temporal kingdom, the
truth becomes clear. Zechariah quotes God as saying, ''Not by might, nor by power, but by my spirit'' as did other prophets , so why would this be a temporal matter?" questions Mark in a recent interview. "In the 300 years after the first one gave his testimony, the emperors of Rome fought in a war over spirit. The Caesars claimed that they
were gods. They did not like any other gods. In 380 CE, three Caesars, Theodosius I, Gratian, and Valentinian II, delivered the ''Edict of Thessalonica'' in order that all their subjects should profess the faith of the Bishop of Rome. The three horns gave their power to the one who was diverse from all the rest of the 10 others."In his book, Mark
not only shows that 2014 CE is the beginning of the elusive ''End Times'', but his calculations also show when the followers of the first one found the ''light'' and had miracles of spirit, as recorded in the book of "Acts". Using Scriptural reference, Mark explains that Jesus was a man, the first ''anointed one'' of Judaic prophecy and that there is a
second ''anointed one'' who is alive today. This "Hidden Messiah" is currently warning the people of the earth of the earth changes that will take place in the Judaic year of 5777, 2016 - 2017 CE."It is unfortunate that the Vicar of Rome has changed the times and the laws. The Judaic Jubilee calendar, as given to the people of the earth by the
archangels, tells a fantastic story of the heavens and our place within it," Mark discloses about his work. "The people of the earth must realize that the earth resides within the heavens." Mark uses direct references taken from the ''King James Version'' of the bible which explains the ''two anointed ones'' within Judaic and Christian prophecy.
The two ''messiah'' system explained within the book outlines how these two stand at different places within history."The thing with the dogma of Rome that I found most interesting is that there is no proof for their beliefs within their own canon. Even within the corrupted texts of Paul, he calls their Jesus a man," Mark explains. "I have a great
amount of biblical proof within my book to support my findings. I have published volumes of information with direct, substantive quotes and proof from within all religious texts. They tell a far different story than what Rome has made up.""Religions of men were created by men for the benefit of men. In the heavens there is no religion, only the
adoration of God. You are in the heavens," Mark concludes. "The family on earth has been given this planet to cherish, steward and keep for all generations of their family. Unfortunately, the Roman dogma runs counter to some very basic tenets within their own canon. Without direct substantive proof, the dogma makes unsupported claims
about the heavens. I show a system based in facts and I am branded as evil and twisted. The Roman church has told stories based on no facts from within their own canon since before 380 and they are the ''bearers of truth'' and the voice of ''God'' that everyone should follow? Just read "Hidden Messiah: Roman Conspiracy of Christian
Apostasy" for yourself and you can make your own decision whether you want to live with truth or within a delusion of a story created by a Caesar approximately 1650 years ago. 2014 is almost gone. 2016 is almost here."
The Coming of the Messiah
Will the Real God Please Stand Up
Creating Christ
The Roman Conspiracy to Invent Jesus: Flavian Signature Edition
A Ghost Story Romance & Mystery
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St. Paul, Roman Intelligence, and the Birth of Christianity
Aloha Alibi
Did the early Church of Rome conspire with the pagan Emperor Constantine to create a new religion for the West, superseding Judaism and displacing the Children of Israel as God’s First Born Son (Exodus 4:22)? Catholic scholar, Bernard Lee observed: “Most Christological interpretation has been ‘supersessionist’, that is, it has interpreted Jesus as initiating a new Covenant that supersedes
Judaism. Historically, it is quite improbable that Jesus had any such thing in mind.” Similarly, “There is little likelihood that Jesus had any conscious intention of founding a new religious institution, either superseding Judaism or alongside it.” The obvious question is: If that was not in the mind of Jesus, on whose life and teachings Christianity is said to be based, in whose mind was it? This study
examines the wealth of evidence that has convinced the author that in truth, Christianity is a centuries-old conspiracy with significant anti-Jewish undercurrents.
On her first assignment since her promotion to SSA status in the Serial Crimes Unit of the FBI, Jade Monroe and her new partner, Lorenzo DeLeon, are tasked to southern Louisiana, where disturbing discoveries have been made. Human bones have been found in numerous sites deep in bayou country, and the locals aren’t too excited about having outsiders poking around in their business. When
Jade has a chance meeting with a local hunter, she finds his assistance exactly what she needs to break through that unwelcoming barrier. She brings him on board as their go-between. The hunter inserts himself into their investigation and gains Jade’s trust, but is he authentic, or does he have his own agenda? A bone-chilling blindside and a dangerous chase through the Louisiana swamps is just
the beginning, but the question remains—is Jade the hunter, or is she the one being hunted? FBI Agent Jade Monroe Live or Die Series books are listed in chronological order below #1 Blood in the Bayou Editorial Review “Recently promoted to a new role within the FBI, Senior Special Agent Jade Monroe and her partner, SSA Lorenzo DeLeon, are sent to Louisiana to find out why fresh piles of human
bones are showing up near the swamps. With plenty of suspicious locals, including a good old boy determined to help, this adventure lands Jade in her murkiest waters yet. A delicious start to a promising new series.” Angela M., Line Editor, Red Adept Editing
From the time of creation, Satan has sought to turn humanity from the worship of the true God by his invention of a counterfeit system which is against God and His people.From the garden of Eden to the second coming of Christ, this in-depth study will lead you through the progressive battle between God, the Supreme Creator, and Lucifer, God's arch-riva, as played out in the drama of human
history.
Rebooting the Bible tells the shocking story of a second-century rabbinic conspiracy altering the words of the Bible to thwart the massive conversion of Jews to the Christian Gospel. The alterations sought to obscure the Messianic prophecies - concealing the case they set forth that Jesus of Nazareth is the Jewish Messiah. In addition, this provocative book presents extensive evidence that this
conspiracy cut out 1,600 years from biblical chronology, thereby compressing crucial events in Genesis (e.g., the Flood and the Tower of Babel) into a much-reduced timeframe harming the Bible's witness regarding the ancient history of the world. Its in-depth research identifies surprising yet substantiated dates for the birth of Abraham, the duration of the Egyptian enslavement, the timing of the
Exodus, the Conquest of Canaan, the obscure period of the Judges, and the completion of Solomon's Temple. In so doing, Rebooting the Bible, identifies a much earlier timeline for these foundational events revealing the correct dates the untainted Bible reveals. The book explains how the Greek Old Testament was created in Alexandria, Egypt from 280 BC to 130 BC, and why it consistently provides
a more authentic rendering of the original Hebrew Bible (the "autographs") than the Hebrew Bible of today. Because the Old Testament (the Hebrew Bible) as well as the Protestant Bibles (e.g., the King James Bible, the New International Version, New American Standard Version, etc.) are based on the Masoretic Text behind the Hebrew Bible, the power of the original prophecies as presented in the
Old Testament have been compromised. Rebooting the Bible makes the case for why the Protestant and Catholic Church must include readings from the Septuagint to rediscover the original wording of the Bible. Finally, Rebooting the Bible supports the position that Egyptology and Mesopotamian Archeology can be better reconciled with the biblical text of the Septuagint, overcoming typical
objections to its truth, strengthening the case for the Christian faith, and establishing the inspiration of the Bible.
Four Horsemen Conspiracy
The End of History
Who Was Jesus?
Rebooting the Bible
If You Still Think You Know All the Truth about Israel Then the Truth Is That You Don't Know Anything.
Handbook of Conspiracy Theory and Contemporary Religion
A Story of Conspiracy, Intrigue, and Coverup
Unravelling the genealogies and permutations of conspiracist worldviews, this work shows how this web of urban legends has spread among sub-cultures on the Internet and through mass media, and how this phenomenon relates to larger changes in American culture.
The Shadow of the Cross dispels one of the greatest myths of all time, that Jesus did not die on the cross, and in fact lived on to continue his ministry.. The author makes a detailed analysis of the secret life of Jesus, that was known to the early Christians and which was suppressed later by the Church of Rome. Did Jesus really travel
incognito under the name of Yuz Asaph? Did he really marry Mary Magdalene and father her children? Many religious scholars and historians believe that a 2000 year old tomb in Srinagar, Kashmir, known as the Rozabal, was the final resting place of Jesus, 'The Prophet of the Book'. In the Shadow of the Cross explores the scientific as
well as the historic facts, bringing to light a truth that has lain buried beneath 2000 years of falsehood, and which culminates in the greatest conspiracy of all time.
The Handbook of Conspiracy Theories and Contemporary Religion is the first collection to offer a comprehensive overview of conspiracy theories and their relationship with religion(s), taking a global and interdisciplinary perspective.
Caesar's MessiahThe Roman Conspiracy to Invent Jesus: Flavian Signature EditionCreateSpace
Shakespeare's Secret Messiah
The Greatest Conspiracy of All Time
Anno Domini
How Roman Emperors Invented Christianity
Roman Conspiracy of Christian Apostasy
Making the Gospels
Blood in the Bayou

Was Jesus the invention of a Roman emperor? The author of this ground-breaking book believes he was. "Caesar's Messiah" reveals the key to a new and revolutionary understanding of the origin of Christianity, explaining what is the New Testament, who is the real Jesus, and how Christ's second coming already occurred. The clues leading to
these startling conclusions are found in the writings of the first-century historian Flavius Josephus, whose "Wars of the Jews" is one of the only historical chronicles of this period. Closely comparing the work of Josephus with the New Testament Gospels, "Caesar's Messiah" demonstrates that the Romans directed the writing of both. Their
purpose: to offer a vision of a "peaceful Messiah" who would serve as an alternative to the revolutionary leaders who were rocking first-century Israel and threatening Rome. Similarly, "Caesar's Messiah" will rock our understanding of Christian history as it reveals that Jesus was a fictional character portrayed in four Gospels written not by
Christians but Romans. This Flavian Signature edition adds Atwill's latest discoveries of numerous parallel events in sequence which ultimately reveal the identity of the true authors of the Gospels.
Most people flee to Hawaii for gorgeous weather, white-sand beaches, and cocktails at sunset. Charlotte Gibson, however, is fleeing for her life after a vengeful mobster leaves a severed finger on her doorstep as a warning. Message very much received. That's how Charlotte-Charlie to everyone except her mom- finds herself on Maui with six
dollars to her name, living with a mother who can't stop giving her advice on how to land herself a husband. But when a businessman is murdered and his company offers a reward to whoever finds the killer, Charlie sees an opportunity: with that kind of cash, she could afford her own place and start a new life here away from the people who
want her dead. After all, how hard can hunting down a murderer be? Teaming up with a couple of old ladies with more spunk than Betty White, Charlie is sure she's on the right track to snag the reward money. However, the infuriating-but-smoldering-hot cop trying to keep her away from his case has other ideas. Throw in a day job at an ice
cream shop, corrupt local politicians, and a best friend trying to act as the voice of reason, and Charlie has her work cut out for her. Will she be able to find the killer, or is Charlie's time in paradise going to go straight to hell in a handbasket?
The Crucifixion Conspiracy is a fictional narrative woven around actual historical personalities and events. It is written as a Roman Centurion's perspective of political and spiritual issues surrounding the life, death and resurrection of the Messiah Jesus Christ.
They locked him up seven years ago. He’s still killing. Executives from Detroit’s automakers are being mutilated, and all signs point to a serial killer known as the Doctor. But there’s a problem with that. Detroit Police put him away a long time ago. Fiery FBI agent Abby Kane is tasked with figuring out how this madman can kill again. When she
visits the Doctor behind bars, he swears he’s innocent and not the psychopath everyone thinks he is. Oddly enough, Abby believes him. To prove the Doctor’s innocence, Abby investigates the case that put him behind bars and discovers evidence of a cover-up. She soon finds herself marked as enemy number one by the city’s power players.
Even the executives who are being targeted by the killer want her silenced. The pressure only intensifies when Abby believes the real killer is connected to the automakers. Can Abby untangle the web of lies before she’s silenced for good? If you like Patterson, Cornwell, and Baldacci, you’ll love the equally thrilling and highly addictive Abby
Kane series. Free for a limited time. Meet Abby Kane She spent her early career putting sickos, psychopaths, and ruthless killers behind bars. After her husband's mysterious death, Abby moved her family to San Francisco, hoping for a fresh start and healing. What she got instead was a job with the FBI and a directive to solve their most
baffling cases. What readers are saying: ★★★★★ Corktown is a great start to a captivating series of Abby Kane thrillers. ★★★★★ Hutchinson is a runner up to Patterson for fast-paced and smooth running plots. ★★★★★ Great storyline. Memorable cast. And a few curveballs. ★★★★★ The best book I have read in a long time. I look forward to reading the
rest of the series. ★★★★★ The city of Detroit, the FBI, and Abby make for a powerful triad of a novel. Corktown is book one in the Abby Kane series from USA Today bestselling author Ty Hutchinson. A page-turning thriller that dives headfirst into the grit of Detroit.
Caesar's Messiah
Exposing the Second Century Conspiracy to Corrupt the Scripture and Alter Biblical Chronology
Commentary on the Gospel of John: Chapters 7-12
Dune Messiah
Seat of King David on Earth: the Secret Knowledge of Al-qur'an-al Azeem
Five Knives
Abby Kane FBI Thriller #1
1-World Government Verily, al-Qur'an is the Guidance to the Caliphate: Seat of King David on Earth. It was sent down according to the History of Human Civilization, seeing that the Progress of History would culminate into an Ultimate Society. Humankind had followed different ways to civilization; and Allah [swt] "chose" the 19 Nations
of Antiquity and the Message that would be sent to each nation; and eventually, that would make up the Puzzle of the Ultimate Society, - the Caliphate: Seat of King David on Earth.ISLAM Islam is the religion before Allah [swt], the lord of the worlds. He sent the prophets to the Nations of Antiquity and a Messenger of the Covenant to the
[whole] world. All revealed religions are hitherto consolidated in Islam, and all previous scriptures are confirmed by the Holy Qur'an, - the Sacred Scripture of Islam. Consequently, there would be a New World Order, - the Caliphate: Seat of King David on Earth. The book, "ISLAM: the religion before Allah {swt}, the lord of the worlds"
was written to unveil the Classification of Al-Qur'an, and give a detail exposition of ad-Deen al-Islam. It states the News of Al-Qur'an exactly on a fixed Limit of Time: the Year 2000 AD. Moreover, it gives a conclusion: Humanity has to establish the Caliphate: Seat of King David on Earth. The paper, "THE NEWS," presents the Great News
to the Children of Israel. It is the ultimate conclusion of all revealed books, and a super summary of religious and human knowledge. It is an abridged version of the book, "ISLAM: the religion before Allah {swt}, the lord of the worlds." Indeed, I addressed the paper to the UN, at 36, fulfilling the King David's prophecy, regarding the reestablishment of the Caliphate: Seat of King David on Earth.The Jews are awaiting the arrival of the Messiah, in the world. HRH King David founded the House of David whose last scion was destined to become the Messiah, - Messiah Ben David; and the Throne of David would be re-established in Zion, in the Messianic Age. In a nutshell,
they are divided as to the formation of the Jewish Homeland in Palestine. The Christians are awaiting the Second Coming of Christ to the world. They have accepted the prophet Jesus the Son of Mary [as] as the Messiah; and he will bring about a new Age to fulfill the End Time prophecy of the Holy Bible. In the modern world, the New
World Order is being voiced in the Conspiracy theory on the internet. The "conspiracy theorists of the Christian right speculate that colonial American Freemasons embraced Bavarian Illuminism and used the power of the occult to bind their planning of a government in conformity with the plan of the 'Masonic God' - Lucifer worshipped
as the 'Supreme Being' - because of their well-meaning but misguided belief that the 'Great Architect of the Universe' has tasked the United States with the eventual establishment of the 'Kingdom of God on Earth' - a Masonic world theodemocracy with New Jerusalem as its capital city and the Third Temple as its holiest site - the initially
utopian world government of the Antichrist." The New World Order conspiracy is being orchestrated to destroy the sovereignty of the United States of America, or Christendom. The Muslims are awaiting the advent of the false Messiah, - the Antichrist as well as Imam Mahdi al-Muntazari. They also agree with the Christians on the Second
Coming of Christ, and a cold-blooded Jewish conspiracy foretold in the document, "Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion", to undermine the Muslim World. In the Parable of the Companions of the City, the awaited person is only "a man" [Holy Qur'an: 36:28] who is none other than Ibrahim the Beast, a Sign of the Hour. I am the Beast
as well as the Witness of the prophet Muhammad [pbuh], the true Messenger of the Covenant; I am prophesied in the Torah, the Bible and the Qur'an.The World Government, "The Caliphate: Seat of King David on Earth," will establish justice and peace throughout the world.
The Gospels are the most important texts of the Bible because they tell the story about Jesus--who he was and what he achieved. If we did not have the Gospels, the prophecies about the Messiah in the Old Testament would be left hanging and the passing references in the apostles' letters would leave us baffled about the identity of this
mysterious figure, Jesus. During the past several hundred years some scholars have implied that key figures from the first century had conspired to present a Jesus who was different from Jesus as he really was--Paul, Mark, and the editor of the so-called "Q" document. The real Jesus, it is claimed, was not a redeemer but a charismatic
rabbi or prophet. Paul Barnett engages with key advocates of a deconstructed Jesus by attempting to work out historically just how the Gospels came to be written. As a result of this inquiry, a cogent picture emerges that explains many of the who, the when, and the why questions about the writing of the Gospels. Inevitably, however,
because of our distance from that era, there are many details missing and many details that remain a mystery. But mystery does not imply conspiracy.
Join Jones on a faith-strengthening journey through the remnants of long-faded civilizations as he examines historical evidence of the life of Jesus. Outlining 10 major conspiracy theories about the deity of Christ, he reveals the fallacies in each and examines the various media outlets---books, movies, documentaries---where these schemes
have recently surfaced. 224 pages, hardcover from Frontline.
HOW AWARE ARE CHRISTIANS AROUND THE WORLD OF THE SIGNS APPEARING IN ISRAEL OF JESUS RETURN?Who are those riders of doom and what do they symbolize according to Christian and Jewish prophecies?The bow, the sword, the scale...They have a completely different meaning for those who can read the original Hebrew
text and understand the local context. Once you will be informed of the facts that are hidden from you, you too will easily understand why so many in Israel claim that they had already arrived, setting the stage for the coming of the Messiah.IT HAS BECOME CRITICAL NOW DUE TO RECENT EVENTS IN JERUSALEM THAT FIRED THE
OPENING SHOT FOR THE APOCALYPSE.The "Trump Declaration" of moving the American embassy to Jerusalem had speed up a series of events that would have harsh implications on the very survival of Christianity in the Holy-Land.Only a few are aware of the disappearance of Christianity from Israel, soon it will be no more than a
memory.THIS BOOK IS A WARNING FOR FOR ALL LOVERS OF CHRISTChristians, Messianics and even Jews or Muslims who respect other faiths. We must all act now, Christianity is almost gone completely from the land of the Bible. Our first step is to be informed of the truth in order to block The conspiracy of the Holy LandWHY DID I
WRITE THIS BOOK?AM I A CHRISTIAN?I am not, I am an Israeli Jew who lived in the Holy Land all my life. I served in the Israeli army and spend many years in Jerusalem. I knew very little about Christianity until one day I had a vision that changed the course of my entire life.Today I run the Eternal-Jerusalem.com project that protects
Jesus legacy and Christianity in Israel from those who try to abolish it. As I discovered that the global Christian and Jewish communities are completely ill-informed about the disappearance of Christ from the Holy Land. I decided to write a book series to with real examples and showcases that were never published in global media for
reasons unknown or should I say undeclared.WHY SHOULD JEWS AND OTHERNONE CHRISTIANS CARE?We are all one new man. Should we allow the different worship style confuse us from the fact that we are all God's children?Even if you do not accept Jesus as your savior, is that a reason to deliberately harm those who do? As a Jew, I
was taught to act with love towards others as I would to myself. Ask your self, would you want your Synagogue, Mosque or Temple be disrespected by others?The meaning of Jewish mysticism is "Kabbalah" which means "receiving." And the essence of it is that for receiving you must first GIVE.JEWS AND MUSLIMS WHO WISH TO EARN
RESPECT MUST FIRST SHOW RESPECT.
A Detective Kaitlyn Carr Novella
The Genesis Conspiracy
The Crucifixion Conspiracy
Conspiracy in Jerusalem
Girl Hidden
A Study in Messianic Folklore and Christian Origins With a New Solution to the Virgin-Birth Problem
Mystery or Conspiracy?

Mark Noll has written a major indictment of American evangelicalism. Reading this book, one wonders if the evangelical movement has pandered so much to American culture and tried to be so popular only to lose not only it's mind but it's soul as well. For evangelical pastors and parishoners alike, this is a must read! --Robert Wuthnow.
With his best-selling book Caesar's Messiah Joseph Atwill established himself as one of the world's most penetrating independent scholars, rocking the field of Biblical studies and changing our modern understanding of Jesus and the Gospels forever. He uncovered what has been kept hidden from the public for millennia: Christianity began as a highly complex psychological warfare campaign during the First
Jewish-Roman War, an ambitious literature project began by the Caesars that was later honed into a potent tool of statecraft, used to this day by the oligarchy for mass pacification.Shakespeare's Secret Messiah is the forceful follow-up that could take the whole of Shakespearean scholarship in a new direction. Continuing his exposé on the New Testament (revealing who really wrote the letters of the
Apostle Paul and the Book of Revelation) Atwill demonstrates that the thrust behind the famous playwright's work was to wreak literary revenge, 'measure for measure,' against the deception of the Caesars.The Bard's hidden war on the the Roman Catholic Church, encoded in 'puzzle passages' in the plays, is the key that finally unlocks the true identity of 'Shakespeare,' explaining why the real author chose
to hide behind a pseudonym and why other anti-Stratfordian theorists have been looking in the wrong place.Atwill shows step by step how to decrypt familiar works of literature that the average person is expected to revere but not really understand, giving the reader the skills to recognize the true political struggles that have been commemorated in a shadowland of symbols guarded by the ruling classes and
in secret societies.
Anno Domini: The Coming of the Messiah is the fourth novel by the author Peter Tallon and the first instalment of the Anno Domini trilogy. During the beginning of the reign of Augustus Ceasar, Rome had not long ended a civil-war and was restoring stability in the provinces of its empire. In what is now modern-day Israel and the city of Jerusalem there seemed to be an epi-centre of passive hostility.
Perhaps the jewel of the empire, it garnered special dispensation and treatment from the imperial senate from its puppet vassal, King Herod - though his cruelty, paranoia and unending ego had created many an enemy amongst his people. In these tensions, find our story's hero, Centurion Lucius Veranius. Conflict has arisen from a fanatical organisation, the Zealots, in the aim to remove the Roman puppet
Herod and his Imperial masters. However, their task is almost insurmountable, leaving much of their ambition resting on the unsuspecting shoulders of a new-born infant: the future King-of-the-Jews, the Messiah, Jesus. Anno Domini: The Coming of the Messiah is an ambitious tale of violence, conspiracy, intrigue and insurrection.
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Access Free The Messiah Conspiracy A Gripping Page Turning Medical Thriller [Omnibus Edition Containing Book 1 Book 2]
The End of History Messiah Conspiracy deals with biblical apocalyptic prophecies which will herald Christ's return in the end times. Among the many predictions are the Russians aiding and abetting the Arabs using the age-old conflict of Ishmael and Iassc, fueling the fire over the Arabs jealousy of the Jews owning and living in the land of Israel. Much of the terrorist activity, recently including the
September 11,2001 World Trade Center bombing is chocked up to the Arabs as punishment of America's support of Israel. Part of this book deals with the Jews of the first century and how they covered up and altered the prophecy's. Also included are facts about Caiaphas' tomb, biblical commentary's regarding the last days, a chapter of Christopher Columbus, etc.
The Holy Conspiracy
The Scandal of the Evangelical Mind
The Caliphate
Hidden Messiah
In the Shadow of the Cross
Conspiracy Against the Messiah Begins
Conspiracies and the Cross
From the New York Times–bestselling author: A vividly personal, historically accurate portrait of Jesus that “transcends all religious boundaries” (Toronto Star). Meet Jesus again for the very first time. This modern dramatization of the known facts presents a passionate portrait of Christ’s life and brings new light to such figures as Pontius
Pilate, Mary Magdalene, and Mary and Martha of Bethany. In The Jesus Conspiracy, skilled journalist and novelist Gordon Thomas offers a thoughtful account of the life of Jesus in a gripping “you are there” fashion. By pairing current archaeological and anthropological discoveries, Thomas reveals a startling vision of Christ. This modern
dramatization brings the social and cultural world of the first century to life for the contemporary reader and leads to some surprising conclusions. Whether you are a spiritual seeker or a seasoned Christian, this book will enable you to know more about the life and ministry of Jesus of Nazareth.
Exhaustively annotated and illustrated, this explosive work of history unearths clues that finally demonstrate the truth about one of the world’s great religions: that it was born out of the conflict between the Romans and messianic Jews who fought a bitter war with each other during the 1st Century. The Romans employed a tactic they
routinely used to conquer and absorb other nations: they grafted their imperial rule onto the religion of the conquered. After 30 years of research, authors James S. Valliant and C.W. Fahy present irrefutable archeological and textual evidence that proves Christianity was created by Roman Caesars in this book that breaks new ground in
Christian scholarship and is destined to change the way the world looks at ancient religions forever. Inherited from a long-past era of tyranny, war and deliberate religious fraud, could Christianity have been created for an entirely different purpose than we have been lead to believe? Praised by scholars like Dead Sea Scrolls translator Robert
Eisenman (James the Brother of Jesus), this exhaustive synthesis of historical detective work integrates all of the ancient sources about the earliest Christians and reveals new archeological evidence for the first time. And, despite the fable presented in current bestsellers like Bill O’Reilly’s Killing Jesus, the evidence presented in Creating
Christ is irrefutable: Christianity was invented by Roman Emperors. I have rarely encountered a book so original, exciting, accessible and informed on subjects that are of obvious importance to the world and to which I have myself devoted such a large part of my scholarly career studying. In this book they have rendered a startling new
understanding of Christianity with a controversial theory of its Roman provenance that is accessible to the layman in a very powerful way. In the process, they present new and comprehensive archeological and iconographic evidence, as well as utilizing the widest and most cutting edge work of other recent scholars, including myself. This is a
work of outstanding and original scholarship. Its arguments are a brilliant, profound and thorough integration of the relevant evidence. When they are done, the conclusion is inescapable and obviously profound. Robert Eisenman, Author of James the Brother of Jesus and The New Testament Code "A fascinating and provocative investigative
history of ideas, boldly exploring a problem that previous scholarship has not clearly or credibly addressed: how (and why!) the Flavian dynasty wove Christianity into the very fabric of Western civilization." -Mark Riebling, author of Church of Spies: The Pope's Secret War Against Hitler
Saul of Tarsus is one of the best known and most beloved figures of Christianity. This man, later known as St. Paul, set the tone for Christianity, including an emphasis on celibacy, the theory of divine grace and salvation, and the elimination of circumcision. It was Paul who wrote a large part of the New Testament, and who called it euangelion,
"the gospel". There is another side of Paul, however, that has been little studied and that is his connection to the Roman military establishment and its intelligence arm. While other scholars and writers have suggested the idea that Paul was cooperating with the Romans, this is the first book-length study to document it in detail. By looking at
the traditional story through a new lens, some of the thorniest questions and contradictions in Paul's life can be unravelled. How did he come to work for the Temple authorities who collaborated with the Romans? How was he able to escape from legal situations in which others would have been killed? Why were so many Jews trying to have
Paul killed and to which sect did they belong? These and other mysteries will be solved as the authors follow Paul's career and his connections to Roman intelligence.
All Yakov wanted was to save Jesus's legacy. All Paul wanted was to create a dynamic religion with himself as the master priest. Haunted by the brutal execution of Jesus, his brother Yakov dwells in constant fear of persecution in lakeside Galilee where the Romans rule with bloodstained hands. When the other disciples elect him as their new
leader, he decides to form a secret society in the shadows of the Jerusalem Temple. One day, an affluent tentmaker from Tarsus named Paul approaches Yakov with a wild tale of Jesus having risen from the dead as the long-awaited Messiah. But to the disciples, their beloved Jesus was just a humble teacher, not a god. And they saw him die,
they even entombed his body. Saul scoffs at their objections and insists that only his version of Jesus as the Savior is true, and a bitter battle of faith ensues. Now the disciples must fight to keep Jesus’s message of oneness with God alive. Can they succeed in a world where the rich and powerful always prevail? Spanning three decades,
against a backdrop of increasingly violent Roman rule, THE HOLY CONSPIRACY is a tour de force of love and faith, arrogance and humility from one of our most inspirational new authors.
Operation Messiah
The Messiah Secret
The Betrothed Bride of Messiah
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